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Priorities for the Morrison government

A miracle victory

The signs for serious policy reform aren’t promising

There are a lot of approaching trains
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What does the win mean? Negative gearing, 

franking credits, or education levels?
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The minor party vote stayed high

First preference votes to minor parties as a share of the formal vote

Source: A.Green data (provided); AEC (2019) Tally Room; Grattan analysis
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What will Morrison do with unprecedented 

internal authority?
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Like most election campaigns there were 

lots of bad ideas

Bad Coalition ideas Bad ALP ideas

• 1st loss housing loan guarantee

• Tax cut very large, regressive, and 
announced too far in advance

• Many transport projects with no 
business case

• Regional university international 
student visas

• NRAS 2.0 for low-income housing 
poorly designed

• “living wage”

• Many transport projects with no 
business case

• Parent visas expanded

• 20% boost to childcare wages with no 
plausible mechanism

• Cancer co-payments – more gvt
spending, no price pressure

• 3yo child education expanded before 
quality issues addressed

There were also some good ideas…
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There hasn’t been much reform for the last 

11 years

Major policy changes by policy area and government 

Notes: Reforms that were not passed, or that were subsequently substantially wound back or repealed, are shown shaded out. ‘Airline 
IPO’ is the sale and IPO of Qantas in 1993 and 1995. Sources: Access Economics (2019) and The Economist (2011); Grattan analysis
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There are a lot of approaching trains

• Economic growth slowing quickly • Delay super guarantee increase to 12%
• Super costs (”best in show”)
• Childcare subsidies

Approaching trains Sensible responses

• Budget (forecast) surplus is dicey • Aged care cost recovery

• Housing ownership, inequality and 
homelessness

• City deals
• Public housing stimulus if eco downturn

• Foreign student concerns • ? Data?  Review?  Analyse?

• Private health death spiral; out of 
pockets

• ? Data? Review? Analyse?

• Energy costs and emissions too high • Leave it to the States

• Transport project selection • More of the same, but lots of spending

• Increasing school leavers • Restore demand-driven system
• Increase HELP recovery
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Was this a good election to lose?

Quarterly GDP growth, chain volume measure, percent

Source: ABS, Australian National Accounts, Table 1 Series A2298668K and A2304308C
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A lot more young people are under-

employed now than in the 1980s
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More childcare subsidy, such as the ALP 

proposed, would increase economic growth 
Gross earnings less childcare costs net of subsidy if second earner works an extra day

Notes: Primary earner on $95,102 a year; Secondary earner makes $12,200 a year for each extra day of work ($60,999 if working full 
time). Assumes families pay for ten hours of childcare per day, at the hourly rate cap. Source: Grattan analysis
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There’s no need to increase the Super 

Guarantee to ensure an adequate retirement

Notes: Models retirement income of a person born in 1985, who works uninterrupted from 30 to 67, and dies at age 92. Includes savings outside super. 
Employment earnings adjusted to account for movements up and down the earnings distribution. Retirement savings drawn down over 26 years to leave a 
small bequest in addition to the home. Retirement income deflated by CPI
Source: Grattan Retirement Income Projector
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Budget has recovered due to both sides of the 

budget; surplus depends on declining payments
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Spending growth forecasts are unusual by 

historical standards
Average real spending growth over term (per cent)

Notes: Spending growth in cross-over years (years in which government changed hands) are allocated across the governments in 
proportion to  the share of the year in which they held government (to the nearest calendar month). Source: Grattan analysis of 
Commonwealth Budget Papers 
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Net overseas migration, financial year ended

An increasing proportion of migration to 

Australia is relatively low skill

Source: ABS 3412
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Most election commitments do not have a business 

case approved by Infrastructure Australia

Value of transport commitments, $billions

Notes: Only commitments worth $50 million or more have been included. ‘On priority list but no IA-approved business case’ includes commitments to projects and packages that are not 
specifically on the priority list, but appear closely related to items that are. We could not determine whether a number of commitments to improving regional roads would satisfy IA priorities on 
regional road safety so these are included in ‘Not on priority list’. Based on commitments of at least $50 million, made in the 2019 budget, media releases, news articles, or policy platforms on 
party websites as of Sunday, May 12. We have generally excluded commitments to projects that had Australian Government funding announced in a previous year’s budget and: have not been 
discussed in recent party materials; or are already under construction.
Sources: Infrastructure Australia’s Infrastructure Priority List
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Home ownership is falling particularly fast among 

younger low-income earners

Home ownership rates by age and income, 1981 and 2016 

Notes: This graph updates Burke et al 2014 using Census data obtained from the ABS. Limitations in Census calculations of household incomes means 
that changes in home ownership rates by age and income are indicative and small changes in ownership rates should be ignored. Excludes households 
with tenancy not stated (for 2016) and incomes not stated. Uses age of household reference person and equivalised household income quintiles. 
Source: ABS Census; Burke et al 2014 ‘Generational change in home purchase opportunity in Australia’; Grattan Institute
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